


        Was a defense allowed?  ___No     ___Yes (Name(s) of legal defense: ________________________________________________________) 

        Was evidence presented? If so, indicate what _____________________________________________________________________________   

        Sentence __________________________________________   Was there an appeal?  ___No     ___Yes (Date: ______________________) 

Who was responsible for the death or disappearance? ______________________________________________________________________ 

Was the body recovered? ___ Yes  ____No     If so, location:____________________________   Date: __________________________________                  

 Condition of the body (injuries, bruises, etc: ______________________________________________________________________________) 

If an autopsy was conducted, indicate results: _____________________________________________________________________________ 

¿Was a death certificate provided to the family? ___ Yes  ____No    If yes, indicate cause of death listed and if this was inaccurate, how so: 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Witnesses to the events (names / relationship with the victim/ etc.) _______________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
* Please indicate if any witness information confidential their protection  ___ Yes  ____No   (Detail: ________________________________) 

Perpetrators or individuals responsible or implicated (name, rank, etc.) _____________________++___________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

If you know of any sources with reports on this case, indicate and attach when possible (books, news articles, human rights reports, etc.)  

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

List documents / photos attached:  ________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
IMPORTANT: Attach additional pages and tell us what happened in as much detail as possible, including reasons you believe led to the persecution 
or killing.  Tell us about your loved one, how was he/she, and what values or principles did he/she uphold that led to the death or disappearance. 
Add any other details or impressions you would like to share with us. Also tell us how this loss affected you and/or your family.  Attach as many 
additional pages as needed.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Information on yourself (person filling out this form)  
 
Name: _____________________________________________________   E-mail: _________________________________________________ 
Relation to the victim:  ________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Address: ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Home tel.: ____________________     Office tel:_______________________     Mobile: __________________   Fax: _____________________    
Signature : _______________________________________________________      Date: ____________________________ 

 

Please indicate if you authorize us to disclose your name and this testimony as a source of information on this case:   ___ Yes  ____No    
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